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B-SPOKE ORDER FORM

10a. FRONT LUGGAGE (4)

£0 Front Carrier Block only £15 £30

£35 Folding Basket set £60 £70

£100 £300

£100

£60 £125

£60 £125 £240

£105 B Bag £120

£195 Eazy Wheels £20

£20 £195 Cover & Saddle Bag £25

£20 £375

 TOTAL PRICE

£0 £60

C Bag set

7. TYRES O Bag set - all black

Marathon O Bag set - pink and black

Kojak A Bag set

8. REAR SUSPENSION 10b. REAR LUGGAGE

Firm Suspension (3) Rack Sack

Telescopic Seat Pillar

Brooks B17 Special, Men's S Bag set - Graphic Flap

Shimano Hub Dynamo

T Bag set Schmidt SON Hub Dynamo

6. SADDLE S Bag set - Standard Flap

11. TRANSPORTING

Brooks B17 Special, Ladies' S Bag set - Hose Flap B Pod

£490

Arctic Blue £30 £30 £490

Raw Lacquer £100 £520

5. SEAT HEIGHT (2) 9. LIGHTING

Extended Seat Pillar Battery

For Superlight bikes, which include a range 

of titanium parts and lightweight 

componentry, only one colour may be 

chosen (for handlebar stem and main frame); 

the titanium parts are unpainted.
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Hot Pink £0 £0 £450

Red £30

Apple Green

£490

Orange £30 £30 £490

Yellow £30

£30 £30

£450

White

£30 £490

£0

£0

£30 £490

£30 £30 £490

£30 £490

M
o

n
o Black £0 £0

£490

£30 £30Cobalt Blue

The prices are cumulative - i.e. a Claret and 

Arctic Blue bike will attract both Main Frame 

and  Extremities surcharges. Non-surcharge 

colours are highlighted.

Racing Green £30 £30

Desert Sand

£490

Sage Green £30
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Turkish Green £0 £450

Claret £30 £30

£0 £450

4. FRAME & COLOUR
All Steel Superlight (1)

Main Frame Extremities

For all-steel Bromptons, please choose a 

colour for both the main frame & extremities; 

these can be the same or different, except 

Raw Lacquer which is not available in 

combination.

6 Speed:    2.63m - 7.94m / 33" - 99" £120 N/A £135

3. MUDGUARDS & REAR RACK
Version E - no mudguards (1) Version L - mudguards, no rack Version R - mudguards & rack

 £0  £50  £100 

£75 N/A

N/A £135

£75 N/A

3 Speed:    3.79m - 6.76m / 48" - 85" £60 N/A £75 £75 £75

2 Speed:    4.45m - 5.93m / 56" - 74" £60

2. GEARING
Standard ratio Lowered gearing Raised gearing

as shown -7% -12% -18% +8%

£15 N/A

1. MODEL TYPE
S Type M Type P Type

1 Speed:     5.93m / 74" £0 £15 N/A

Prices are UK Retail, including local VAT @ 20%  £650  £650  £650 

To configure a Brompton, work through the eleven sections, circling

the prices of those features you would like to incorporate; Sections 1 -

4 require a selection to be made. The total price is the sum of the

items you have selected.

Do not make more than one choice in any section except in Section 4

(where two colour choices may be made on all-steel bikes) and in

Section 11.

Standard equipment will be supplied unless special selections are

made in Sections 5 - 8.

Although we normally keep the same prices for a year, we reserve the

right to alter prices without notice.

Weight-saving

Whatever other features you choose, you can always save about a

kilogramme by selecting a Superlight bike in Section 4. Additional

savings can also be made by choosing an S Type, a 1- or 2-speed (i.e.

without hub-gears), avoiding mudguards, etc.

Notes

1. A pump is standard on all bikes except Superlight bikes, or those

without mudguards

2. For an inside leg over 84cm/33", you should almost certainly fit an

extended or telescopic seat pillar; the latter is best for an inside leg

over 90cm/35", or for taller riders wishing to minimise the height of the

folded bike

3. Firm suspension may be more suitable for those weighing over 80kg

and those who value responsiveness above comfort

4. The front luggage sets come complete with front carrier block and

frame to attach the luggage to the Brompton, as well as a waterproof

cover; please note that the C Bag, T Bag and Folding Basket are 

unsuitable for S Type models

N.B. Please consider the colours employed here as indicative only;

colours on a paper form can not match exactly those found on a metal

bike.


